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116. Abstract
The overall objective of this effort in support of the Magsat project
is to study the feasibility of modeling magnetic fields due to certain
electrical currents flowing in the earth ' s ionosphere and magnetos-
nhere.	 This seventh quarterly status and technical progress report 	 I
contains a reprint of a technical article published in the April 1982
issue of the Geophysical Research Letters. 	 This article is a direct
result of support under this contract. 	 The report also discusses ini-(
tial testing of the modeling procedure that has been develo ped to com-
pute the magnetic fields at satellite orbit due to current distribu-'
tions in the ionosphere and magnetosphere.
	
The modeling technique util
i lizes a linear current element representation of the large-scale
space-current system.	 ii	 I
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I. INTRODUCTION
The overall goal of this investigation is to study the feasibility of modeling
the magnetic fields produced by certain electrical currents flowing in the earth's
ionosphere-magnetosphere system. Vector magnetic field measurements from the near-
polar orbiting Magsat satellite contain, in addition to the main geomagnetic field
and crustal anomaly fields, contributions that arise from these external currents.
In fulfilling the ultimate goals of the Magsat project, it is desirable that the
external current effects be identified in the observations and subsequently sepa-
rated from the internal field. The objective of this investigative effort will be
to determine the capability of a modeling procedure to facilitate the separation
of these external and internal components.
The approach of this feasibility study shall be to develop forward modeling
procedures through which the magnetic effects of model currents may be derived.
It is intended to include, separately, the equatorial electrojet, S  currents,
and the affects due to auroral zone and polar cap currents including the high
latitude ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling currents. In each case candidate
current systems will be devised and resulting 'typical' magnetic field signatures
calculated for comparison with Magsat observations.
II. ACCOMPLISHMENTS DURING REPORTING PERIOD
1. Publications
The technical article on the following pages was published during this re-
porting period in the April, 198.1 issue of Geophysical Research Letters. The
findings of this article are a direct result of support under this contract.
Abstract A computational procedure in introduced for calculating
the magnode fields produced by virtually any distributed system of
eketrkal currents. This procedure is being applied to the modeling of
magnew fields produced near the earth std on its surface by larisow
tai currents flowing in the ionosphere and by the so-called Birksland
currents flowing along the goomagnede Raid at high magnetic led-
tudes. This report describes briefly the principles that underik the
technique and illustrates the results obtained when the model is applied
to the interpretation of perturbation folds being measured by the
polar-orbiting magnetic fields satellite (MAGSATI Even for a very
simple assumed current distribution we calculate magnetic fold resld-
uak whose large-scale fe&Wres are similar to those deduced from
MAGSAT mseeuremente. A predominately sunward magnetic pertur.
bation is obtained over the region poaward of the Region 1 current
$ystem as a natural consequence of balanced Region 1 and Region 2
currents. The model predicts the existence of low-latit ds magnetic
effects of auroral currents that represent potential sources of error for
spherical harmonic representations of the goomagratie field
Introduction
The magnetic field measured from near-earth orbit although domi-
nated by the earth's main magnetic field. contains significant com-
ponents that arise from electrical currents flowing in the ionosphere-
magnetosphere system. In particular, at high latitudes near the auroral
oval, currents flowing parallel to the geomagnetic field may cause per-
turbations in the locally measured magnetic field in excess of 1600 nT
directed primarily transverse to the main geomagnetic Feld. Such
field-aligned current signatures were first measured from satellite
1963-38C and reported by Zmuda et d. [1966, 1967] Since that time
magnetometers on a number of low-altitude satellites (TRIAD. ISIS.
AE-C. S3.2) have been used ;o infer the nature of the magnetic pertur-
bations arising from fold-aligned currents [e.g.. Iijima and Potemra
1976a.b: Klumpar et al.. WN. McDiarmid et al.. 1978a.b: Klumpar.
1979: Bythrow et al., 1980.1981; Doyle et al.. 1981: and othersj. In 1979
a dedicated magnetic fields satellite was launched to make the first
global vector survey of the geomagnetic field.
The magnetic fields satellite. MAGSAT. was placed in a near-earth
sun-synchronous orbit with the objectives of making precise magnetic
field measurements to accurately describe the earth's main magnetic
field and to map, on a global basis. the fields caused by sources in the
earth's crust [Lange!. 19791. It was recognized early in the program
that the sensitive magnetometers would also measure the magnetic
field produced by currents flowing in the ionosphere-magnetosphere
system external to earth and that at some locations and times these
external effects would even mask the crustal anomaly fields.
Analyses of these externally caused magnetic perturbations in terms
of the responsible currents have generally assumed a highly idealized.
local system of paired. infinitely long, planar. parallel current sheets
oriented perpendicular to the satellite trajectory. Kisabeth [ 19791 took
a major step towards eliminating these restrictive geometrical as-
sumptions by devising a computational technique to determine the
magnetic perturbations that would arise from more general distribu-
tions of currents. The present work represents a new effort to model the
magnetic perturbations resulting from distributed electrical currents
flowing in space around the earth. To that end a method has been devel-
oped for calculating the magnetic field at any point in space due to an
assumed spatial distribution of electric currents. This paper briefly
Copyright 1982 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 21.0114.
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doo ribr the o mpoudka mdudgw aced dbienssm aeeoraf hoWt at
aspects of the magnetic perturbations that result !!roes &simple burgs
seek Birkolatd and ionsspbsrie current graces resembling that Pre
vausly deduced from the tarp body at am-earth magnetic field
moosuremente. We conclude by comparing signatures derived Cron
MAGSAT measurements with three Predieted by the computational
technique.
Several aspects:cf the field perturbations derived tram tiro medekd
largeacak current system rase questions about commonly accepted
interpretations of satellite-borne magnetic observations. They am
1. For a balanced Biri eland currentsystem in why
 all dtbeGW&
aligned current closes in the N-S direetien between the Region 1
and Region 2 fWd-a wed current sbesta. there still onWawn-
worddIreated magnetic perturbation in the ram pokwwd of
the Region 1 currents. Thus. onuwy to acme snggmtans, a
polar "top-hat" told distribution does not necessarily imply a
net field-aligned current in the Region 1 current system.
2. Significant magnetic field porturbstions due to high latitude
extend
currents exte to latitudes well below these normally sm odued
with the auroral zone
3. The existence of a positive perturbation in the sunward com-
ponent of the magnetic fieM over the polar cap does not require
a truss polar cap current but rather arises as a natural amse-
querce of a balanced classical Region 1 and Region 2 Birkeland
current system.
The Field Madding Technique
The magnetic field computation technique is based upon the additive
properties of vector folds. In general. the field vector at a point in space
is the vector sum of the vector competentc arising from all of the ele.
mental field sources in the universe. In the present case, the magnetic
field at a pant is computed by summing the contributions of all of the
assumed currents that exist everywhere in space. The assumed current
distribution is modeled by decom-ming
 the actual current distribution
into an arbitrary number of finite length current elements. The tech.
nique itself relies upon the ;he Ken analytical expression for the mag-
netic field of a straight current carrying filament having an "tended
and smoothly varying cross-sectional current density. The crow
sectional current density profile looks somewhat like a square wave
pulse with rounded corners. The use of such a platykurtic distribution
has been found to eliminate discontinuities that exist in a square wave
representation and allows for easy calculation of the vector magnetic
field at any point in the world space.
The total current distribution to be calculated is represented by an
arbitrary number of these finite length current elements. Typically
several hundred such current elements are used to represent the hori-
zontal and field-aligned current distribution over the high latitude
ionosphere. By a suitable summation of the field at each pant due to
the contributions from all current elements, the magnetic field may
be calculated anywhere, such on the earth's surface or along a satellite
orbit
As an illustration of the technique, we show in Figure 1 a simple.
hypothetical, ionospheric current distribution that is characterized by
dominant north-south currents. A large-scale eastward eleetrojet
current flows from noon across the dusk hemisphere coward midnight
while a westward electrojetcurrent is directed through thedawn hemi-
sphere from coon to midnight All currents are confined to a shell
running between 60' and 7r latitude. This horizontal current system
requires. for continuity, that there be accompanying field-aligned
currents, which are shown in Figure 2. The circles represent the loca-
tions of poaible field-aligned current elements and the cross hatching
represents the direction and relative magnitude of the field- aligned
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OISTRIBUTION OF IONOSPHERIC CURRENTS
Figurel. High latitude distribution of horizontal ionospheric currents plotted
on a latitude versus local time coordinate grid. All horizontal currents are coa-
strained to flow inside a channel between 60' and T6' latitude.
currents. Vertical hatching depicts the presence of an inward current.
which is seen to exist at low latitudes in the pat-noon to midnight
sector and at high latitudes in the morning hemisphere. Horizontal
hatching indicates the outward current at high latitudes on the evening
hemisphere and at low latitudes in the morning hemisphere. These
high and low latitude field-aligned currents represent the Region 1
and Region 2 currents deduced by Iijims and Potemn ( 1976ab] from
a study of the TRIAD data.
In addition to the shoot- like currents discussed above. the chosen
horizontal current distribution requires that there be an additional
downward current near noon and an upward current near midnight
These currents partially feed into the eastward and westward electro-
jets that flow across the dawn and dusk hemispheres in Figure 1.
The primary question we seek to answer is. what are the magnetic
fields produced by such s current system? Figure 3 displays the results
of the computation in the upper three panels as latitude profiles of three
components of the magnetic field that would be measured at a satellite
at 450 km altitude moving along the dusk to dawn meridian. The cart-
wheel plot at the upper right depicts the path along which the field
is computed. The bottom panel displays the field-aligned current den-
sity profile as a function of latitude along the satellite orbit, which. as
antieipmotl from the previous figure. paws through only the classical
Region 2 and Region 1 Birkeland currents. As expected. the major per-
turbation appears in the East -West component with thestespest gradi-
ents occurring at the location of the local field -aligned currents.
Smaller. but still significant magnetic field contributions are found
in the region equatorward of the low latitude termination of current
flow. The magnetic field strength at 50' latitude. s full 10' of latitude
equstorward of the auroral current. are of the order of 10 to 20 nT
and decay only slowly with decreasing latitude. The presence of such
mid-iatitude magnetic effects in satellite measurements may, if not
properly attributed to the external current system. contribute to errors
in a proper spherical harmonic representation of the main magnetic
field. Concentrating now on latitudes poieward of tits high latitude
currents. it is apparent that there is again a significant magnetic per-
turbation due to the modeled currents. This so-called "polar top-hat"
field perturbation is directed primarily sunward. This model shows
that it anses as a natural consequence of a balanced current system in
which the upward and downward currents along a meridian are equal.
0
0 IN	 0 OUT
OISTRIBUTION OF FIELD ALIGNED CURRENTS
Figure S The distribution of field-aligned curreata required to maintain
current continuity with the horizontal currents shows in Figure 1.
Such level shifts observed in satellite data have in the past been inter-
preted as evidence for a net field-aligned current in the Region 1 system
(Sugiura and Potemra. 19761 or as a result of eras polar cap currents
(Fujii et 11..1981 j. Finally, we note that the modeled currents also pro-
duce a notable perturbation in the vertical component of B. Such an
effect has been detected in the MAGSAT data
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Figure 3. Computed latitude profile of the vector magnoue field pertur.
kisawns that would be obaerved by s magnetomear on a satellite mewing &;nag
the dusk-dswn mendian at 460 km altitude w a rwuit of the currants %h own in
Figures 1 and 2.
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In F4lue 4 an down, for the wue current diStrlbudEL the
Retie Reid prefilM deow aeaeewhatdifhnteterblstvime the se"Me
pence wo the dayade of this pde. The main Deans of the mftm*
pnBli s obesrval is eM dteek-dawtt morWhn we Posts R d with this
primary diffieraaee below a red,W , in amplkede of the N-S ams-
PWAM and a wideRftof tic E-W pfefllo, &&MUM lltemehesaurae
oblique pen tbfoq* the current "soft
Altheagh only
 proles at soullite altitude have been shown. the
modeling Procedure deseeibed hue also slim the field componato
to be calculated n the sar!>ice of the arth. Such a model will permit
furdw u ndereaadisw of the external swain *(*A meagoade !lade
nnasured on the ground and in spas and, in particular. of the complat
magnamp mricAR - M pbere deeteieal circuit.
Comparison with MAGSAT Data
From the veetw magnetic musutwments made by MAGSAT it is
possible to derive a difference field by subtracting a model npraen-
tation of the earth 's main magnetic field from the maeued field. This
difference field is presumably the resultant perturbation that anus
from the cembinsd effects of externally produced fields due tocurrents
in space and induced in the earth. crustal aoonWiss, and inaceurseas
in the spherical harmonic model I ow see wion of the sere field. u in
the first approximation we chose to Wine the latter two contribu-
tions to the diflorence fwd because they aresmall, anti somme asnody
eats utornai eurrent system, the difference field will represent only
the effects of external currents. Figure 5 shows such a difference field
for a dusk to dawn MAGSAT pas over the northern IadoAm on
November M 1979. in producing this difference field a thirteenth
decres and order spherical hormexie npressntstiex of the main mag-
netic field referred to as the MGST (6/60) model (Lange) st &1..1990)
was und. For this orbit the utellite passim just to the dayside of the
dusk to dawn meridian. The largest deviations from the model, up to
950 nT in the East-West component. occur a the satellite paves over
the dusk auroral oval between 10:56 and 10•.59 UT. A deviation of
approximately one-clued of the E-W component is also present in the
N-S component. Furthermore the N-S component has a 130 nT resid-
ual deviation extending down below W geographic latitude. The
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absence of seek a low-latitude residual in the E-W empomm is ame-
what at variance with the predictions of the model discussed in the
previous mcdon, Two pus" explamiti n may sione t for this vu+
ance. The first is that the auroral current model discussed in the pro
vious section may not accurately portray the real currom during this
pass, and that the red current orave is pnduefnw us E-W field cow
ponent at loan latituds. A second possibility is that the 13th order
spherical harmonic expetison boa been contaminated by the low lati-
tude fief due to polar currents and n a nsnit his these efDeets big&
in as a pact of the main geomaptatie fleld. The actual revolution at the
discrepancy may rest in some combination of these two poaibilitin
and will be out of the objeetiws of farther mwdeiing offset.
Further comparisons of this MAGSAT difference plot with the per-
turbstana calculated from the simple model and shown in Figure 4
revel gross similarities in the largeemle features and substantial
differimees in details. The law arise from smalkesk variation to
the actual current sytom that were present during the MAGSAT pea
shoirn in Figure 5 for which no attempt to model has been male in the
current distribution discussed hare. This comparison serves to iUus-
tram the complexities that vela in the red Birkelamd current sysarn.
Conclusion
A general calculational procedure has ben developed to compute
the magnetic field perturbations arising hen distributed ionospheric
and 'I n I I I coupling currents, A simplified cur-
rent distribution has boon chosen to illustrate the technique and the
resulting map new perturbations have been compared to actual mag-
netic perturbations momwW from MAGSAT. The baktned Birkelse d
current system produces non-nfligible low-latitude magnetic field
perturbations. A sunward magnetic perturbation is also produced at
ladaidat polawafd of the high latitude current sbwL
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2. Field Modeling
Previous quarterly status reports have chronicled the development of a
modeling technique to describe the magnetic perturbations produced at satellite
orbit by an assumed ionospheric and Birkeland current system. This modeling
routine is currently undergoing verification testing of its component subroutines.
Our modeling capability now allows us to make direct comparisons between model
predictions and actual Magsat perturbations by additional software that allows us to
calculate along an actual Magsat orbit the magnetic perturbations that would be
seen at the satellite for an assumed current distribution. This gives us the
capability for direct comparison between measured and predicted perturbations fields.
By successive iteration of the input current system the current distribution that
yields the best fit between the measured and predicted magnetic perturbations can
be determined.
3. Other Activities
During this quarter permission to extend, at no additional cost, the performance
period of this contract by 4-months, through November 15, 1982 was granted.
III. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND RECOS ENDATIONS
The problem discussed in the last two quarterly reports has now been solved with
no far-reaching impact to this investigation.
IV. PLANS FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The primary goal of this investigative effort is to develop field modeling
techniques for the near-earth magnetic field arising from external currents. Such
development cannot successfully be carried out without concomitant study and analysis
of the actual Magsat data. Hence again during the forthcoming quarter continuing
emphasis will be placed on the use of Magsat data to guide our selection of input
current systems for direct comparison between predicted magnetic perturbations, and
those derived from the Magsat data. To this end we have initiated production proces-
sing to determine the magnetic perturbations for a large number of Magsat passes over
r80533-01
polar latitudes (A>10^) for both northern and southern hemisphere. This pressing
will continue during the next reporting period.
The linear element field modeling procedure will continue to undergo testing du-
ring the next reporting period. The emphasis will be placed upon utilizing the
flexibility built into the software to choose diverse sets of initial current confi-
gurations. One such current configuration is being provided by the Alaska STOUP, which,
under the direction of S.-I. Akasofu, has been using the Kisabeth technique to model
the current distributions that produce magnetic perturbations in the observations
from a meridian chain of magnetometers located in Alaska. Using our modeling
procedure we will compute the Birkeland currents required for current continuity
and then compute the resulting magnetic perturbations expected both on the ground
and at satellite altitude. Direct comparison between our predicted ground level
perturbations and their initial input data will permit an assessment of the validity
of the modeling technique.
V. FUNDS EXPENDED
The total expenditure of funds under this contract through the end of this
reporting period (June 30, 1982) is estimated to be $S0,600.00.
